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CONTRADICTIONS OF VISION

It is now an axiom that present-day scientists expect discov-
eries chiefly at the crossroads of sciences. But just uhat are
these crossroads and what is meant by "expectation of discoveries".
13ofore you is an article that tells how at one of the parts of tre
infinitely long boundary line between biolo., , and physics the
scieno• .1.rv cnriched and penetrated by each other. You will see
thztt this does Pot always happen smoothly and simply.

One of the most difficult and complicated problem- -:. biophysica
is color vision. Row is the human or animal eye able to distinguish
light zays from their wavelength?

You know (you have surely been told about it in school) that
color vision in the human eye is effected by special cells which
are usually cone-shaped. /

It has long been known that man can perceive any color through
the action of a mixture of only three colors - red, green, and blue.
It was concluded from this, also a long time ago, that the human eye
has three types. of receptors differing in spectral sensitivity.
If one of them is excitedt there is a sensation of red; if another,
green;if the third, blue. Rut, in general, light usually excites
all three receptors in varying degrees.

And now - a theory that interests us greatly. Let us quickly
travel over the road that led two Soviet biophysicists to it.

Scientists once had no trouble in agreeing that each cone has
one of the receptors and that all cones are divided into three
types accordingly: into "red", "green", and "blue" cones. But until
recently no one was able to detect any difference between the many
millions of cones in the human retina. What I mean is the difference
in how they absorb light. Most physiologists insisted that any
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differences had to be found. But the facts refused to confirm these
suspicions. It turned out that there are no cones that specifically
receive primarily red or green or blue rays.

And thien two physicists, M. M. Bongard and X. S. Smirnov of
the Moscow Laboratory of the Sense Organs, concluded that every cone
must perceive the rays of all the colors. And the three receptors?
They are fdund inside it. Any cone has all three. The following
is evidence in favor of this. Visual acuity is believed to depend
on the density of the retinal co-es. Until recently scientists
agreed that cones on the average are about 3 microns in diameter.
Given this fairly large size, the density of the cones is comparative-
ly slight. So slight that a cone is barely able to ensure normal
visual acuity. (Visual acuity is characterized by the distance at
which two adjacent points do not appear to the eye to coalesce into
eue. To prevent coalescence. it is necessary for the images of these
points to reach different (not adjacent) cones, not one).

But in a room illuminated by a red bulb, visual acuity remains
normal, it does not decrease. However, in red light only one type
of receptor functions (because the others are insensitive to this
light). If they are in each cone, it means that all the cones
take part in vision; its acuity in red light, of course, must not
change. But if only one-third of the cones function here (i.e.,
those sensit..,e to red light), it is very difficult to account for
the preservition of visual acuity.

The assumption of three receptors in a single cone can also
be explained by some other phenomena. But not everything. A
hypothesis Is entitled to exist only when there are no facts that
directly ditprove it. The hypothesis of Bongard and Smirnov,
more than othors, was "threatened" by the folloving circumstance.

In no place in the retina is there more than one fiber per
cone (mid senerally one fiber takes oar* of a whole group of cones).
Signals travel along the fiber in the form of impulses of equal
duration and intensity. Now, suppose that a nerve used a variant
of Morse's alphabet in which there is no dash - there are just dots
aiYd spaces in between. It is obvious that this method makes if
easy to transmit brightness - the more intense it is, the greater
the number of impulses wrill be sent. But how can a communication
about the color of an object be transmitted in this way via a
single fiber? For every cone has to send (according to the hypo-
thesis) signals about different colors

If the two physicists ware unwilling to abandon their hypothesis,
they had to solve this problem too. They could be helped only by ex-
periments. But on what would they perform them? Man is not a very
convenient object. To be sure, he claims to be sensitive, but as
you well know, it is difficult to penetrate into his eye and brain.
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Only the beginning and end of the process can be seen. But what
about the intermediate links? How is the optic nerve reached?

It was necessary to find a laboratory animal with color vision.
The scientists decided on the common frog. But the 1oscow biophy-
sicists didn't even know at that time whether the frog can distinguish
clor. Unlike man, it carnot. itself report about it. Yet it was
possible to force it "to answer". They attached to the animal's
retina a microelectrode, a glass tube with electroconductini; fluid.
Zicroelectrodes are now made with a diameter of a fraction of a micron,
but at that time, ten years ago, they had to work with "real clubs",
as one of the heroes of this article put it - only one-third as fine
as a human hair. The microelectrodes are used to lead off from the
cell surges of electric current that accompany nerve impulses.

When the color of the light rays striking the eye was changed,
the biocurrents in the retina also changed. But not always. Some-
times the color changed and the frog failed to notice it, and the
nature of the biocurrents remained as before. It was thus possible
to find out the colors that appear different to man but cannot be
distingLished by the frog. It turned out that the fror has only
two receptors, a mixture of only two colors - blt ,•d red - and
the sensation of any color can be created. This it that the
frog sees just about the same way as man whose retina likewise has
only two types of receptors - Daltonics. Yet the frog had color
vision and the scientists began to study it.

They found that a communication about color may be transmitted
along a single fiber. Although both receptors are clearly separated
in the frog's eye (the *one is one, the rod is another), one nerve
fiber proceeding from the eye carries signals from both the rods
and the cones. They have a common "line of communications".
Information about color is probably transmitted the same way as in
man. But how?

The scientists hit upon the idea of a device to: study the
frog's vision. One part was a semiconductor selenium photocell.
From the indicator of the galvanometer connected to it the invest-
imators were ablc to watch the preservation of the intensity of light
when one pencil of rays was substitutud for another.

The main colors for the frog are red and blue. In the device
the intensities of the red and blue pencils were selected in such a
way that with persistent red light the indicator stood at the same
place as with persisthnt blue light. Thus, as long as the red
light %as slowly weakened while the blue light was proportionately
intensified at the same time, the indicator did not move,as though
iiothin:; happened. But if the red light was quickly replacsd by the
blue, the indicator jumped up and took some time before teturning
to its former position. On the other hand, when the blue light was
quickly replaced by the red, the indicator fell but soon returned to
its old position.
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Th. biophysicists fussed around a lont, time with the device which
they wex3 quite sure was inaccurate. They finally realized that it
was nll cight, thpt the trouble was in the inner workings of the
photocell. The latter behaved differently when the red ani blue lights
were turned out (after darkness). Blue rays caused the current to
increase more rapidly. It was very apparent that information aboýut
color was transmitted through a single "nerve fiber" - wires %oin,
from the photocell to the galvanometer. Analogy to what happens in
the retinal Isn't it possible that something like it takes place
in the eye? Look out...we are present at the birth of another hypo-
thesis. As a result of their experiments with frogs and observations
on the functioning of the photocell, Bongard and Smirnov conjectured
that vision is photoelectric in nature.

Until that time the photochemical theory of vision held un-
questioned sway. Briefly, the theory holds that when light rays
strike the eye, they destroy or deoolorize thn visual pignent4.
The decay products also excite the retinal cells. (This is exactly
the way that silver compounds in a photographic plate chan,•e under
thri influence of light. The eye is a camera, a natural, self-evident

Visual pi;=ments lose color in light and regain it in aarkness.
,ut the:c is something odd about the phenomenon. The most studied
of the pigments is visual purple, rhodopsin. The more of it _s 4n
,he cells at a given moL,Lnt, the more sensitive the eyes are to light.
L'verything all right now? Not quite. because at night sensitivity
is greater than during the day, 10,000 times greater, yet the amount
of rhodopsin in the retina at night is greater by several percent.
That's something to think about. When you realize that in the eye
of cephalopods rhodopsin generally does not lose color in light,
you're bound to become suspicious. Maybe the photochemical processes
in the retina are combined with photoelectrical processes by which
light is converted into an electric current? And the latter play a
decisive role here?

The fact is the selenium photocell "notes" only changes in color,
ihd. substitution of one color for another, diztin,0ui-he;S onr, color
fron ,nnother as long as it is in aarkr, u s. . feur seconds afte:
it is turned out, the observer ia no longar able to judge %:- the

lvLnometer a~row the color of the ray. "et there is a curious
thinr;l Tho ordinary human eye (and not orly the human eye) has
".ork rules" resebbling the behavior of the photocell. You and i
note only those objects which move relative to the pupil. In order
for us to be able to see trees and stones, nature arranged for th,
eye to move continuously. That is why we see non-moving objects.
The furniture would "disappear" very quickly from an apartment, if
it weren't for this phenomenon. ind when in experiments using the
so-called "Yarbus suckers" small objects were made immovable re-
.ative to the eye, they "vanished" after a few seconds, merging
with the background. An analogy? Yes.
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In short, much could be discussed, but only new series of ex-
periments could give answers. They had to tell how the frog inter-
prets the signal traveling along the fiber, how it recognizes its
"color". Thepi something happened as though it were in a novel or
short story. The investigators startedothern postponed their experi-
ment simply because at that time they were interested in something
else that seemed very urgent.

Meanwhile some friends who knew about the hypothesis pestered
the authors to stop talking about interesting conjectures and to
verify them instead. But the reproaches had little effect. However,
one of their colleagues, the biophysicist Yefin Liberman, could not
restrain himself and he carried out the necessary experiment himself.
Ile took an ordintry frog's eye and Lested the nerve fibers of the
retina with ricroelectrodes. Ile eventually found some of them
produced different electrical signals - one kind with red light,
another with blue. The fiber reacted to red light with a short
volley of impulses and to blue light with a volley followed by a
long tail of rare impulses. This confirmed the iiew that a single
line of communications can serve several ria4ors.

Bontard now suggested constructing a model - '.a modbl of the
cone-fiber-brain system. The physicist was true to his convictiwa-'.-t
he would have is the model an electrical circuit that would report
at the output the color of the ray striking its photocell. It was
also needed to solve another important problem - how can one decode the
signal on color sent by the photocell along the wire by using the simple
means available to the living orgaism?

The modol judged color from the speed with which the current
in the photocell increased. If it did so slowly, the model decided
that the color was red; if rapidly, blue. The intensity of the light
had no effect on the aoouracy of determination, although it was
changed ten times.

I do not know whether it is worthwhile to go into the details
of the construction of the model.

1hen it wns already functioning, one of the members of the
laboratory, Alexey Byzov, brought in a very important bit of news.
I Fhould say that Byzov, in addition to other things, was a special-
ist in microelectrodes. He makes the thinnest o" tubes, reducing
their diameter to fractions of a micron (they say that no one in
the world, except the Japanese scientist Tomita, can make them so
thin). Byzov had come to report that by means of his microelectrodes
he found something new in the bipolars - nerve cells behind the cones.
Until then it was thought that all the bipolars are alike. Bat
now, it turns out, they are divided into two groups of cells. Some
of them send. Btocurrents in the forr of a rapid signal; others, iA the
form of a slower signal.
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The newly built model contained two units, one to produce a
rapid signal upon entry of an impulse, the other to produce a slow
signal. The two units were not designed on the basis of known facts
concerning the structure of the eye. The scientist aimed only at
analysis of the signal on color, It turned out that the model anti-
cipated the results of physiological experiments. Practical ex-
perience not only supplemented t.e theory but it confirmed it at the
same time. The eye apparently ased the same means as the model.

If the new discoveries were taken into account in the model
created before them, would this not be evidence of its accuracy?
Alas! You know the difference between an hypothesis and an invention?
In the case of an invention, one "yes" in the form of a finished
object is stronger than one hundred "nols" before it is made. But
the opposite is the case with a hypothesis. One hundred "yeses"
are weaker than one "no". Every "no" must be refuted beyond the
shidow of a doubt. And doubts do creep inI

Vell, it so happened that,^deplorable thouLh it may be, the
model regiularly made mistakes. if the photocell was illuminated
with % gradually intensifying beam of blue light, the electrical
circuit called the light red. This was only natural becajxse the
current in the photocell increased gradually, and this signified to
the model red. But doesn't the human eye make similar mistakes?
Of course it does, but they are insignificant ones. Too insignificant
to be a decisive reason "for" or "against". It must also be remember-
ed that evolution was able to provide a method to avoid really
serious errors by making the visual system static-free, to borrow
a term from radio engineering. We know of quite a few corrections
made by the eye and brain In the formation of images on the retina.
(H1owever, some flaws cannot be eliminated, not to mention the fact
that evolution is far from achieving everything that is theoretically
possible).

Now lot us digress from the subject. With the heroes of this
article. Almost immediately after they constructed their model of
"photoelectric vision", the authors of the hypothesis stopped working
on it. The reades who is accustomed to the hero of a novel doinG
great deeds in the name of loyalty to a single scientific idea may
be surprised. But fur the scientists it was all quite simple.
They came to the conclusion that another scientific problem was more
important and they were impelled to solve it, So they devoted
recent years to the problem of recognition - by machine, animal,
and man - of images, a subject c! great concern to present-day cy-
bernetics. Seems they were possessed by their idea. But their
chief, head of the Laboratory of Sense Organo, Kikolay Dmitriyevich
Nyuberg, says: "I don't like this wora "possessed". It implies
some scientific insanity plus blind faith. A scientist has to be
objective and unemotional...especially in relation to his own work."



Soutterly engrossed in the now puzzle, the two biophysicists
abandoned for five years their old hypothesis. But the five years
did not pass without a trace as far is the hypcthesis was concerned.
or one thin,-, some facts in its favor wore found. On the other

hand...A year apo an event of uxtraordinary importance took place.
A group of Americarn scientists apparently discovered that the cones
are different.

Do you know what the color of an unexposed piece of film is?
Of course you don't. To find out, you have to throw P beam of light
on it, that is to say, expose it.

Zxaminin,- cones under a microscope, scientists saw them alreaay
"exposed". The photosensitive pil.ment of each cone was destroyed
there and then. If cones differ only in color of the pigment, how
can it be examined?

Nevertheless, •he problem is not absurd. 1Fnen lijhlit is very
weak, the pijment is not destroyed immediately. One can still manage
to see it. So the scientists successively passed throu-h a individual
cone very weak light rays of different colors and learned how the
cone absorbs each of them. Then they exposed the cone, i.e., they
destroyed the pignent in it and aain passed the same rays through
to determine hov the absorption of each individual color was changed
by exposure. They repeated this many times with hundreds of cells.

Tha cones were clearly divided into three groups. The pijments
of some absorbed orange rays, others green, tne third blue. Two
teams of American scientists headed by Wald and EacNichol made th.s
discovery 4 ndependontly. They were helped by exceedingly sencitive
inst-r.ients.

But we still don't know just what pigments are within the
cones and what they consist of. Even the best known of them, rhodopsin
or visual purple, is a puzzle in many respects. Even its chemical
composition has been quast.ioned for a very long time. Quite recently
X. A. Ostrovskiy of the Institute of IliGher Nervous Activity, Academy
of Sciences USsR, has takrn up the problem.

The cones as a whole but not their constituenta, have become
"red", "blue", and "green'. Jith thi3 discovery the photochemical
theory lost one of its mo t vulnerable aspects.

jo, is it possible that the hypothesis ii unnecessary! Yt ii
still hard to say. At ary rate, its authors disagree sharply.
Eikhail jmirnov thinks that the' discovery of th:- hetero(.eneity of
tho cones has put an end to the history of the hy'pothesis. He
remembers something else. Aleksey Byzov not too lon,; ago snowed
quite plausibly that light does not seem to give rise to an electric
current in the cones of vertebrates. If this is so, it is difficult
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to spea" of photoelectric phenomena in this Il.yer of cells.

But Dongard is neither able nor willing to admit that it is
all over with th hypothesis. There are facts that cannot be explain-
ed without it. ior example, why does ordinary visual acuity persist
in red light. However, a "mine" has been laid under this argument
too. Visual acuity is ultimately determined not by the avarage
density of the cones throughout the retina, but by the maximum con-
centration in at least one place. A number of scientists have lately
contented that in the tiny 1"krokhotnyy"] part of t". retina are con-
centrated cones that are 1½ times thinner than their "average" sisters. But
since there are smaller cones, there must be more of the smallest
here per square millimeter than usual. The greater the density, the
more acute vision may be. However, even though the mine has been
laid, it hasn't exploded yet. Calculations indicate that even so
there are not enough cones to explain visual acuity in red light.

The hypothesis haa another part - abuut the signals from dif-
ferent receptors traveling alone a sirngle fiber. This notio.n is not
without merit. In tb,ý frog, for exauple, it is believed that this
is the way signals travel. And a color signal reaches th7 braint
Therefore, it may be too early to give up the hypothesis. -ipecially
since it is often more difficult for science as q whole to -bandon a
hypothesis than it is for its authors. How many time-. *nas it happened
that hypotheses were buried only to be brilliantly confirmed later
on, albeit on a new basis.

D. I. Mendeleyev liked to say that it is better to stick to a
hypothesis that may eventually prove to be false than to have none
at all. The history of the hypothesis discussed here is not yet
ended. Perhaps it wil_ acquire the high title of a theory, and
perhaps it will be buried for ever. But even if the verdict of
history is not appealed and the funeral takes place, science will acuire
Its legacy. This in because hypotheses die but the facts gained
with the r ah remain.

I1 I

rpr Thed ;4 ;;ueý bfue_
Before !ou is the recording of biocurrents derived from the optic
nerve of a frog. The peaks of the closely arranged impulses

correspond to red light. TLe peaks are farther apart after a
blue light flashes.
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blue red! blue red 'lue,

Pattern of chances in current in a p- 3ell after aifferent
colored rays strike it. Blue light cauju tri current to increase
rapidly. Turnin- off the bulb causes thit curratit to devrea- e rapidly.
Turniiij on red light results in slow increase in thi curxent to
an intensity matchina that of the light. The ýurre-qt decreases
more slowly after red light is turned off than after blue light.

If, ho'ever, red light is abruptly substituted for blue or
vice versa, the current does not remain urshaned. In the former,
it decreases for a second; in the latter, it increases for the same
len.rth of time before returning to the original level.

General scheme of operation of a model of color vision. On
the left - a photocell; in the center - operating units; on the
right - an oscillo-raphic screen covered for ease in observing
color film. The redder the ray of light, the higher the spot appears
on tha screen; the bluer the ray, the lower the spot. The
bri.;hter the light striking the photocell, the brighter the spot.


